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An investor's crucial guide to the changing face of SaudiArabian business Business and Entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia is
anessential reference guide, informing investors on the key issuesthat define how business will be done as the nation's familyownedbusinesses change hands. Supported by the U.S.-Saudi ArabianBusiness Council, this book introduces the reader to the new
Saudientrepreneur and explains why Saudi Arabia's boom deserves more ofthe world's attention. As the heads of family-owned
businesses ageand corporate boards are reshaped, business practices will beinfluenced by the ascension of the country's young
leaders.Interviews with young Saudi entrepreneurs describe the challenges,triumphs, failed attempts, and successful endeavors they
experienceevery day as time-tested traditional models bump up against moremodern, innovative ideas and methods. The book's
companion websitefeatures a variety of useful tools and documents that help readersimplement the concepts presented, and the
firsthand informationprovides deep insight into the future of these companies. Saudi Arabia is profoundly influencing the
technologicaladvances of multiple industries through increasing collaborationand in-country partnerships with communities around the
world. Theevolution of the Kingdom's family-owned businesses is becoming moreimportant to investors as young Saudis claim their
legacies, andthis book provides an insightful understanding of the changingnature of Saudi business. Meet the emerging entrepreneur
class of Saudi Arabia Learn how the Saudi boom affects global business Discover what investors need to know about the
Saudieconomy Examine how time and technology is reshaping the way businessis done Gain useful insight into the direction
management of theKingdom's growth will take over the next five years The Saudi economy constitutes thirty percent of the Arab
world'sGDP, and sixty percent of the population is under the age ofthirty. Business and Entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabiaprovides
essential information investors need to navigate thechanging tide of doing business in Saudi Arabia.
With Saudi Arabia being of immense importance both politically and economically in the Middle East, this book provides a much
needed, broad ranging survey of the development of the Saudi economy from the 1960s to the present day. Written by a highly
reputable author, the book includes an analysis of how political and social factors have shaped policy, and how the Saudi state is
coping with the dynamics of a rapidly changing economic and political situation.
The must-read summary of Matthew R. Simmons's book: “Twilight in the Desert: The Coming Saudi Oil Shock and the World
Economy”. This complete summary of "Twilight in the Desert" by Matthew R. Simmons, a prominent public figure and name in the oil
industry, presents his examination of the demand of oil and reveals that Saudi oil resources have been mismanaged and that this
could lead to a catastrophic oil shortage. He lays out what Saudi Arabia and the rest of the world should do to prevent this crisis.
Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the threat posed to the oil industry in Saudi Arabia • Expand your knowledge
of international politics and industry To learn more, read "Twilight in the Desert" and discover what can be done to save the oil industry
from the brink of crisis.
A history of the most profitable company in the world, Saudi Aramco, and the story behind the family that ruthlessly maneuvered to
control this multi-trillion dollar enterprise. The Saudi royal family and Aramco leadership are, and almost always have been, motivated
by ambitions of long-term strength and profit. They use Islamic law, traditional ideology, and harsh justice to maintain stability and
their own power, but underneath the thobes and abayas and behind the religious fanaticism and illiberalism lies a most sophisticated
and ruthless business enterprise. Today, that corporation is poised to pull off the biggest IPO in history. Over more than a century, fed
by ambition and oil wealth, al Saud, as the royal family is known, has come from next to nothing to rule as absolute monarchs, a
contrast with the world around them and modernity itself. The story starts with Saudi Arabia's founder, Abdul Aziz, a lowly refugee
embarking on a daring gambit to reconquer his family's ancestral home?the mud-walled city of Riyadh. It takes readers almost to
present day, when the multinational family business has made al Saud the wealthiest family in the world and on the cusp of a new
transformation. Now al Saud and its family business, Aramco, are embarking on their most ambitious move: taking the company
public and preparing the country for the next generation.
The popular uprisings in 2011 that overthrew Arab dictators were also a rebuke to crony capitalism, diverted against both rulers and
their allied businessmen who monopolize all economic opportunities. While the Middle East has witnessed a growing nexus between
business and politics in the wake of liberalization, little is discussed about the nature of business cronies, the sectors in which they
operate, the mechanisms used to favour them, and the possible impact of such crony relations on the region's development.
Combining inputs from leading scholars in the field, Crony Capitalism in the Middle East: Business and Politics from Liberalization to
the Arab Spring presents a wealth of empirical evidence on the form and function of this aspect of the region. Crony Capitalism in the
Middle East is unique in both its empirical focus and comparative scale. Analysis in individual chapters is empirically grounded and
based on fine-grained data on the business activities of politically connected actors furnishing, for the first time, information on the
presence, numerical strength, and activities of politically connected entrepreneurs. It also substantially enhances our understanding of
the mechanisms used to privilege connected businesses, and their possible impact on undermining the growth of firms in the region. It
offers a major advance on our prior knowledge of Middle Eastern political economy, and constitutes a distinct contribution to the global
literature on crony capitalism and the politics of development. The book will be an essential resource for students, researchers, and
policymakers alike.
The changing political situation in the Middle East poses challenges for the economies of the region, and some see none more
vulnerable to collapse than Saudi Arabia's. Yet as this study demonstrates, the fundamentals of the Kingdom's economy are relatively
robust, as over three quarters of GDP is accounted for by the non-oil sector, and impressive modern industries have been established,
notably in petrochemicals. The financial system functions well, and despite substantial government debts, there is low inflation and
currency stability. The private sector increasingly drives the economy, although job creation has been insufficient to prevent rising
youth unemployment. The development challenges Saudi Arabia faces are similar to those of other middle-income countries, and
three decades of diversification have made the economy less unique than it was in the oil boom years of the 1970s.
Twilight in the Desert
A Political Economy of Globalizing Transnational Oil Capitalist Class
Saudi Aramco 2030
National Security in Saudi Arabia
Crony Capitalism in the Middle East
Saudi Arabia (RLE Saudi Arabia)
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Economic Development in Saudi Arabia
A Political Economy of Saudi Arabia
Financial Regulation and Liberation
Threats, Responses, and Challenges
Oil and Security Policies
This book examines the foreign relations, politics, and government of Saudi Arabia during the 1980s.
Some of the best writings on issues involving local government can be found in journals published by the American Society for Public
Administration or journals with which ASPA is associated. This volume includes 30 of the most outstanding articles that have been
published.
Home to an estimated 15.9% of the world’s proven oil reserves, Saudi Arabia is the single largest economy in the Middle East and
North Africa. According to the Ministry of Finance, real GDP grew by 3.8% to $746bn in 2013. While oil income is expected to
continue to account for the majority of government revenues for the foreseeable future, the non-oil sector has expanded significantly in
recent decades growing 9.3% in 2013. Indeed, while some Western countries may be seeing a return to cautious optimism and leading
emerging economies are weighing the potential impact on capital flows of tapering in the US Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing
programme, Saudi Arabia is seeing sustained growth buoyed by high global oil prices and internal investment in its own infrastructure.
Some 15 years after Saudi Arabia attended the inaugural meeting of G20 countries, its key economic indicators make it the envy of
many other member states. Given the size of Saudi economy within the regional and indeed global market, OBG looks in depth at
bilateral trade between ASEAN nations and the GCC.
Few economies have witnessed such accelerated economic growth as that arising from Saudi Arabia's discovery of oil. These essays
introduce the complexities of the cultural, economic and legal issues that determine business practices in Saudi Arabia. Contributions
recognize that while economic activity is dominated by the oil industry, it also boasts a diversified commercial environment. The
collection combining historical perspective, academic research and practical observation is accessible and timely reading for those
wishing to undertake business in Saudi Arabia.
The Saudi Arabian EconomyPolicies, Achievements, and ChallengesSpringer Science & Business Media
Saudi Arabia is one of the most important countries in the modern world. Not only does it possess some 25 per cent of the world’s
proven oil reserves, it also plays a crucial role in the wider Gulf region where over 50 per cent of proven reserves are located.
Developments in Saudi Arabia will inevitably affect the economic well-being of the Western industrialised world, Japan and much of
the Third World. At the same time, Saudi Arabia is ruled in a traditional way by an all-powerful king and royal family, and is one of
the key countries of Islam, the Holy City of Mecca being within the country’s boundaries. The inroad of modern Western forces into
this traditional Islamic society is underlined by the fact that may key posts are filled with imported Western workers. This book, first
published in 1982, containing contributions by the world’s leading Middle Eastern experts, provides a comprehensive overview of
important social, political and economic developments in Saudi Arabia. The opening chapters consider the formation of the Saudi
State, and the bulk of the book surveys key themes such as political opposition, the oil industry, energy policy, banking, external
relations and the future direction of development.
Post IPO challenges
Review and Analysis of Matthew R.Simmons's Book
Saudi Arabia Oil Policy
Opportunities for Partnering and Investing in Emerging Businesses
Regime and Elites; Conflict and Collaboration
Business and Politics from Liberalization to the Arab Spring
A Political and Economic Assessment with Special Emphasis on the Oil and Gas Sectors
A House Built on Sand
Oil Titans
Policies, Achievements, and Challenges
MERI Report
The Economy of Saudi Arabia

Our intuition on how the world works could well be wrong. We are surprised when new competitors burst
on the scene, or businesses protected by large and deep moats find their defenses easily breached, or
vast new markets are conjured from nothing. Trend lines resemble saw-tooth mountain ridges. The
world not only feels different. The data tell us it is different. Based on years of research by the directors
of the McKinsey Global Institute, No Ordinary Disruption: The Four Forces Breaking all the Trends is a
timely and important analysis of how we need to reset our intuition as a result of four forces colliding
and transforming the global economy: the rise of emerging markets, the accelerating impact of
technology on the natural forces of market competition, an aging world population, and accelerating
flows of trade, capital and people. Our intuitions formed during a uniquely benign period for the world
economy—often termed the Great Moderation. Asset prices were rising, cost of capital was falling,
labour and resources were abundant, and generation after generation was growing up more prosperous
than their parents. But the Great Moderation has gone. The cost of capital may rise. The price of
everything from grain to steel may become more volatile. The world's labor force could shrink.
Individuals, particularly those with low job skills, are at risk of growing up poorer than their parents.
What sets No Ordinary Disruption apart is depth of analysis combined with lively writing informed by
surprising, memorable insights that enable us to quickly grasp the disruptive forces at work. For
evidence of the shift to emerging markets, consider the startling fact that, by 2025, a single regional
city in China—Tianjin—will have a GDP equal to that of the Sweden, of that, in the decades ahead, half of
the world's economic growth will come from 440 cities including Kumasi in Ghana or Santa Carina in
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Brazil that most executives today would be hard-pressed to locate on a map. What we are now seeing is
no ordinary disruption but the new facts of business life— facts that require executives and leaders at
all levels to reset their operating assumptions and management intuition.
The MERI Reports on the Middle East quickly established themselves as the most authoritative and up-todate information on the state of affairs in the region. This study, focusing on Saudi Arabia was fist
published in 1985, provides vital analysis of the political and economic issues affecting the country. It
combines a crisp and incisive survey of the politics and economy of the country, as well as providing
statistical material on all the key data of the political economy. 1. Background 2. Political Analysis 3.
Economic Analysis 4. Saudi Arabian Statistical Appendix
Ninety percent of the world's oil reserves are entrusted to state-owned companies. Originally created as
political instruments, these so-called national oil companies (NOCs) face new demands amid today's
dwindling oil reserves and simmering social pressures. Increasingly, state-owned oil firms—particularly
in the Middle East—are having to balance the political demands of their governments with the need to
be commercially competitive. In this ground-breaking new volume, Valerie Marcel draws on
unprecedented access to the politicians, engineers; and businessmen directing five Middle Eastern state
oil companies to shed light on one of the most secretive segments of the international oil industry. The
author tells the stories of Saudi Aramco, Kuwait Petroleum Corp., the National Iranian Oil Co., Sonatrach
of Algeria, and the Abu Dhabi National Oil Co.—oil titans which together produce one quarter of the
world's oil and hold half of the world's known oil and gas reserves. Dr. Marcel explains the complex bond
between each state and its oil company, tracing the relationship's evolution from the politically charged
days of foreign concessions to today's world of profit-driven decisionmaking. Drawn from over 120
interviews with company executives, middle managers, and oil-ministry officials, the author identifies a
number of surprising new trends in these companies' strategy, and she paints a picture of their nascent
sense of corporate identity. The book provides rare, up-to-date insight into how state-owned companies
are striking a balance between their national mission and their commercial needs. The book also
provides an insider's guide to these companies' unique culture. Executives and researchers in the
region—both inside and outside the oil industry—will find it a valuable tool for understanding business in
the Middle East.
This book focuses on the relationship established between China, the world’s second largest economy,
and Saudi Arabia, the world’s top oil exporter. Due to Saudi Arabia’s dominance of the world oil market,
China is increasingly focusing its attention on the Saudi Arabia as a reliable oil supplier while Saudi
Arabia sees China as an enormous potential market and strategic trade partner. It investigates both
countries’ motives for establishing a strategic relationship and outlines the potential for successful cooperation between them. It then goes on to address the wider implications for the United States in the
Middle East.
This book discusses the strategic shift in ownership of Aramco, the Saudi Arabian Oil Company, and its
potential impact on Aramco's role in a post- privatized world. Scheduled to become an IPO in 2018,
Aramco is on the verge of becoming the largest IPO on the market. As the world’s largest oil and gas
company, Aramco’s impending privatization has important implications for the world’s petroleum
market. This book, therefore, undertakes an analysis of Aramco, examining its history, its current role in
Saudi Arabia’s economy, and its future role as an IPO. The chapters highlight the likely outcomes for
Aramco in proceeding with its planned IPO and privatization, as well as the various policy options and
models available to it by drawing on the privatization of other national oil companies in Norway , Russia,
Brazil, and China. The book also explores the complexities that will be involved in transforming Saudi
Aramco to a privatized company—albeit with significant government oversight and control—and
addresses key questions on the issues likely to be faced, such as IPO pricing, the listing, domain, and
market capacity, and potential stakeholders. As such, this book will be of interest to academic
researchers studying energy economics, energy policy, and the political economy of the Middle East, as
well as private sector decision makers in energy related fields, international organizations, international
oil companies, energy commodity traders, and public sector energy policy makers with interest in Saudi
Arabia and Aramco’s IPO.
A study of the changes that have taken place in the various sectors of the economy and the factors that
currently influence economic development and policy in Saudi Arabia. The effects of the changes in oil
revenues on the economy and the Kingdom's development strategy are discussed.
Saudi Arabia: The Coming Storm
Economic and Financial Foundations of the State
Foreign Policy, Security, and Oil
Princes, Brokers, and Bureaucrats
The Coming Saudi Oil Shock and the World Economy
Saudi Arabia in the 1980s
China-Saudi Arabia Relations, 1990-2012
Background and U. S. Relations
Saudi Arabia’s Path Towards True Global Partnership
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Saudi Arabia Under Ibn Saud
bibliography on society, politics, economics
Saudi Arabia
Twilight in the Desert reveals a Saudi oil and production industry that could soon
approach a serious, irreversible decline. In this exhaustively researched book, veteran
oil industry analyst Matthew Simmons draws on his three-plus decades of insider
experience and more than 200 independently produced reports about Saudi petroleum
resources and production operations. He uncovers a story about Saudi Arabia’s troubled
oil industry, not to mention its political and societal instability, which differs
sharply from the globally accepted Saudi version. It’s a story that is provocative and
disturbing, based on undeniable facts, but until now never told in its entirety. Twilight
in the Desert answers all readers’ questions about Saudi oil and production industries
with keen examination instead of unsubstantiated posturing, and takes its place as one of
the most important books of this still-young century.
The Saudi Arabian economy has changed almost beyond recognition since the oil boom days
of the 1980s, and the Kingdom itself has changed too economically, socially, and
demographically. In the second edition of The Saudi Arabian Economy, Mohamed Ramady uses
several overlapping themes to establish and develop a framework for studying the
fundamental challenges to the Saudi economy. Particular attention is paid to the benefits
of short-term planning and long-term diversification intended to shield the economy from
potentially de-stabilizing oil price fluctuations and the pace and diversity of domestic
reforms. The author examines the core strengths and evolution of various financial
institutions and the Saudi stock market in the face of globalization, before analyzing
the private sector in detail. Topics discussed include: • The hydrocarbon and minerals
sector, including the emergence of the competitive petrochemical sector • The impact of
small and medium sized businesses and the evolving role of “family” businesses • The
growing role of women in the Saudi economy • The role of privatization and FDI as engines
of change and the position of public-private-partnerships • The establishment of a
foundation for a knowledge-based economy Finally, the author offers an analysis of the
key challenges facing the Saudi economy, paying particular attention to the potential
costs and benefits of globalization, and membership in the WTO. Employment, education,
economic and social stability, and Saudi Arabia’s place in the Gulf Cooperation Council,
as well as Saudi Arabia’s evolving strategic economic relations with China and other
countries are offered as keys to the consensus building needed to ensure the Kingdom’s
healthy economic future.
At its founding in 1932, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was characterized by tribal warfare,
political instability, chronic financial shortages and economic crises. As a desert
chieftain, Abd al-Aziz Ibn Saud, the ruler and king until 1953, had the skills, the
cunning and the power to control the tribes and bring peace to this realm. But financial
and economic matters were not his forte and these he left mostly to a single individual,
Abdullah al-Sulayman al-Hamdan. He was entrusted with nearly all of the country's early
financial dealings and administrative development. The Ministry of Finance, which he
headed from its inception, served as nearly the sole government agency dealing with a
wide variety of matters, many of which had only a peripheral connection to finance or the
economy. This book examines the role of the Ministry of Finance and its minister,
Abdullah al-Sulayman, in holding the country together financially and administratively
until the promise of substantial oil income was realized a few years after the end of
World War II. It will be essential reading for anyone interested in Gulf History and the
Economic History of the Middle East.
Contents: (1) Recent Developments; (2) Background: Saudi Arabia (SA)-U.S. Relations,
1931-2001; 9/11 and its Aftermath; Recent Assessments; Terrorist Financing; (3) Congress.
Interest in SA: U.S. Foreign Assist. to SA and Prohibitions; Counter-terrorism Assist.;
BAE Corruption Inquiry; (4) Current Issues in U.S.-SA Relations; Mil. Cooperation:
Counterterrorism; Al Qaeda; Combating Extremism; Arab-Israeli Conflict; SA-Palestinian
Relations; SA Policy Priorities in Iraq; U.S.-SA Trade; U.S. Oil Imports and SA Policy;
SA Boycott of Israel and WTO Membership; Human Rights, Religious Freedom, and Political
Reform; Leadership and Succession; Social Reform Debates and Recent Leadership Changes;
Human Rights; Religious Freedom.
In Princes, Brokers, and Bureaucrats, the most thorough treatment of the political
economy of Saudi Arabia to date, Steffen Hertog uncovers an untold history of how the
elite rivalries and whims of half a century ago have shaped today's Saudi state and are
reflected in its policies. Starting in the late 1990s, Saudi Arabia embarked on an
ambitious reform campaign to remedy its long-term economic stagnation. The results have
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been puzzling for both area specialists and political economists: Saudi institutions have
not failed across the board, as theorists of the "rentier state" would predict, nor have
they achieved the all-encompassing modernization the regime has touted. Instead, the
kingdom has witnessed a bewildering mélange of thorough failures and surprising
successes. Hertog argues that it is traits peculiar to the Saudi state that make sense of
its uneven capacities. Oil rents since World War II have shaped Saudi state institutions
in ways that are far from uniform. Oil money has given regime elites unusual leeway for
various institutional experiments in different parts of the state: in some cases creating
massive rent-seeking networks deeply interwoven with local society; in others large but
passive bureaucracies; in yet others insulated islands of remarkable efficiency. This
process has fragmented the Saudi state into an uncoordinated set of vertically divided
fiefdoms. Case studies of foreign investment reform, labor market nationalization and WTO
accession reveal how this oil-funded apparatus enables swift and successful policy-making
in some policy areas, but produces coordination and regulation failures in others.
Saudi Arabia has undergone a rapid social and economic transformation. When Ibn Saud
declared the nation a unified kingdom in 1932, the majority of its population was nomadic
and lived in a state of poverty or semi-poverty. Now the processes of modernisation,
financed by the exploitation of the country’s vast oil reserves, have produced a
prosperous and predominantly urban population. However, this social change has not been
without its tensions; the emergence of a rising middle class has called into question the
monopoly of power of the House of Saud, its involvement in the kingdom’s economy and its
oil and foreign policy, while the rapid urbanisation of the rural population has eroded
the traditional social structures and has not solved, but in some cases promoted, social
division. This book, first published in 1988, explores the recent history of the Saudi
oil state in an analysis of the struggle for social and political power in modern Saudi
Arabia.
The Saudi Arabian Economy
Selected Issues
Business and Economic Development in Saudi Arabia
State, Society and Economy in Saudi Arabia (RLE Saudi Arabia)
National Oil Companies in the Middle East
Marriage of Convenience or Strategic Alliance?
Saudi Arabia, 1950-2012
A Guide to the Saudi Arabian Economy
Oil and the State in Saudi Arabia
The Four Global Forces Breaking All the Trends
The Report: Saudi Arabia 2014
Saudi Aramco
This Selected Issues paper assesses the importance of oil and interest rate spillovers for Saudi Arabia.
Oil prices have fallen by more than 40 percent since mid-2014 while the Federal Reserve is expected in
the coming months to begin raising its policy rate at the beginning of a gradual tightening cycle. Given
the importance of oil to the economy and the peg of the riyal to the U.S. dollar, these are two key
developments for Saudi Arabia. Although a temporary drop in oil prices would likely have little effect on
the economy and banks given the financial cushions that have been built-up, a longer-lasting period of
low oil prices would have a more significant impact.
In Oil and security: Saudi Arabia 1950-2012 Islam Y. Qasem explains how the world’s largest oil producer
and exporter, Saudi Arabia, used oil resources to maximize internal and external security since the midtwentieth century.
Reveals recent progress in Saudi reform efforts and formulates a plan to forge a true strategic
partnership with the United States for the future.
"Making sense of Saudi Arabia is crucially important today. The kingdom's western province contains the
heart of Islam, and it is the United States' closest Arab ally and the largest producer of oil in the world.
However, the country is undergoing rapid change: its aged leadership is ceding power to a new
generation, and its society, dominated by young people, is restive. Saudi Arabia has long remained
closed to foreign scholars, with a select few academics allowed into the kingdom over the past decade.
This book presents the fruits of their research as well as those of the most prominent Saudi academics
in the field. This volume focuses on different sectors of Saudi society and examines how the changes of
the past few decades have affected each. It reflects new insights and provides the most up-to-date
research on the country's social, cultural, economic and political dynamics"-Saudi Arabia in Transition
No Ordinary Disruption
Saudi, Inc.: The Arabian Kingdom's Pursuit of Profit and Power
Saudi Arabia in the Oil Era (RLE Saudi Arabia)
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Summary: Twilight in the Desert
Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States
The Coming Storm
The Political Economy of Saudi Arabia
Business and Entrepreneurship in Saudi Arabia
More Than Meets the Eye?
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